
EXAM THE ErcONOMICS OF STRATEGY
I Wtay ZOI}A Rune Stenbacka
Time limitation: 4 h

Answer (in English or Swedish) all the five questions befow! Please observe that the
questions do not have equal weightl

1 (a) Define briefly thp following concepts: (1) Bertrand equilibrium, (2) network
extemalities, (3) critical mass of a ndfwork, (4) hold-up problem, (5) vertical
restraints, (6) customer poaching, (7) pure bundling, (8) mixed bundling, (9) perfect
price discrimination, (10) behavior-based price discrimination. ( 10 p )

(b) Define carefuily market power as well as market conbentration. Present the main
rneasures of ma$et power and market concentration. Exemplifli your answer. ( 5 p )

. " ' '

2. (a) During the'lectures we demonstrated that the effects on consumers of price
discrimination depend on the market structure. Explain why price discriminhtion
intensifies competition in an oligopolistic industry and how this prediction differs
from the effects of price discrimination with monopoly. ( 5 p )

(b) European competition law ("Article 82") specifies that it is illegal to abuse a
dominant market position. Explain the contents of Article 82 and exemplif,i which
type of business practices might be iilegal under Article 82. ( 10 p )

3. Assume that we can classifz the ,orrte between G<iteborg and Helsinki as a duopoly
with airlines B and F. Suppose that each day there are 60 consumers with a reservation,
price of 400,-and another 120 consumers with a reservation price of 160. If the two
carriers set a common price, we assume that they share equally all those customers
willing to pay that fare. Let us suppose, for simplicity, that each airline is flying a
plane with a 200-seat capacity. Furthermore, we neglect fixed costs anrd assume that
the marginal cost of serving a single passenger for either 

'airline 
is 100. Let us limit

our analysis to two possible prices for each airline: either a high price:400 or a low
price : 160.

(a) Construct a payoff m?trix and calculate the Nash equilibrium. ( S p )

ft) Make use of the payoff matrix to show that the Nash equ,ilibrium does not
maximize industry profits. ( 2 p )

( con t ! )



a

a' (a) In many markets firms try to create switching costs through the establishment oflong-term customet relationships. Present u g"rrrrul evaluation of how such customerrelationships affect market performance both from a short-run and a rong runperspective. Exempli$zyouranswer.(5p) .,

@) Two firms are engaged in Berhand competition. There are 10000 people in thepopulation' each of whom is willing to pay at most 10 for at most one unit of thegood' Both firms have asnarginal cost oi s. cuo"ntlv, Lach firm is allocated hatf ofthe market' It costs a customer s to switch'from one n# tu the other. customers knowwhat prices are being charged. Law or custom i" 1.."-"a to restrict the firms tocharging whole-euro amounts (e.g., they ,* 
"h*;;7^ ",rro, 

but not 6,50 euro).Suppose initially that s : 0. what-are thl Nash equiibria of this model? why doesdjscrete (whole-euro) pricing result in more equilibria thari continuous pricing? ( 3 p )
t

(c) consider the rnlorket characteized in ft). suppose that s : 2. what is (are) theNash equilibriurir (equilibria) of this model? ( 3 p ) 
-

(d) Consider the market chnacteized in (b).
Nash equilibrium (equilibria) of this model?

(e) Comparing the expected profits in (c)
customers' switching costs from 2 to 4 ?

Suppose now that s :4. What is (are) the
(3p )

to those in (d), what is the value of raising
(  1p)

5' consider a standard Hotelling model of horizontal product differentiation. Assumethat the consumers are uniformly distributed on the unit i"r"*"i io,ift;";, assumethat the consumers face linear transportation costs. Assume that two competingduopoiists, A-and B, are located at the endpointr ortrt"'uni, io**al. More prepisely,A is located at x:0 and B is located at x:r. 
^nach 

."r;;;;; buys one unit of one of thegoods' Finally, assume that the firms have constant, but firm-specific marginal costsso that firm A has marginar cost cn,whereas B has marginar cost cr. carcurate theNash equilibrium in prices as werl as the associated equilibrium profits. (15 p)

Good luck!


